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Well…
That takes
care of
the Summer
Welcome
To

Fall

40th Anniversary Conference
Medicine Hat and District Genealogical Society
Have you registered????? Registration closes Sep 30th …….
Contact:
mhgs@shaw.ca
or
http://mhdgs.ca/
Summer is coming to an end but there is still time to register for the 2018
Celebrating 40 Years of Genealogy Research Conference being held
October 12-14th, 2018 at Medalta in the Historical Clay District.
Special thanks to the conference committee for still working hard over the
summer to make this a great event! Don’t miss out on the opportunity to
hear from our renowned speakers, Gena Philibert - Ortega and Diahan
Southard.
One-on-one appointments with DNA expert Diahan Southard are full but I
am sure arrangements could be made for phone consultations if you are
interested. We have received fantastic door prizes from the genealogy
world. There are going to be some very happy recipients at the
conference! We are also working on a progressive supper for Saturday
evening, so stay tuned for further updates. Grey Cup Pool tickets are for
sale to help us put on this awesome event, so if you see us out and about
selling tickets we would appreciate your support!
We are looking forward to the sharing of knowledge, discussions and
improving our genealogy skills.
By: Debra Wickham Conference Chair

40th Anniversary Conference Committee:
Dianne Ferguson, Faye Knoblick Leanne Balfour,
Christy Garland, Doreen Schank, Eileen Stahl,
Deb Wickham.
Thanks ladies.
Photo by Dean Wickham
All rights reserved: The articles, stories and any other information in SAAMIS SEEKER is the property of the Medicine Hat and
District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical So ciety and the authors of such materials. No reproduction of any kind or part of
SAAMIS SEEKER without the permission of the MHDGS Editor of Saamis Seeker is permitted.
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Around the office …

Website: mhdgs.ca

e-mail: mhgs@shaw.ca

Executive Officers:

President: Melvin Bender, Past President: Lloyd Robinson , Vice- President: Doreen Schank
Secretary: Leanne Balfour , Treasurer: Deb Wickham,

Committee Chairpersons:

Ancestor Index- Marlene Smith, Casino: Deb Wickham, Cemetery Updates: empty ,
Computer: Eileen Stahl, Displays: Mel Bender, Historian/Archives: Mel Bender, Library: Faye Knoblick, Lunch: Sandy Buchko,
Membership/ Communications: Teresa Parasynchuk, Memorials/Birthdays/ Anniversaries: Tanya Schafer, Obituaries: Uwe
Krickhan , Program: Lorine Marshall, Queries: Deb Wickham, Raffle: Deb Wickham , Saamis Seeker: Madeline Fischer, Website
– Clark Lang, Welcome – Teresa Parasynchuk, Eileen Stahl

President’s Chatter…… Summers Seem to Pass Quickly by Melvin Bender
It’s been an unusual summer with the weather being the hot topic. Hopefully it didn’t cause too
many changes in your eagerly awaited plans.
In July I attended the GRHS (Germans from Russia) Convention in Pierre, South Dakota. While there, toured
the SD State Archives – history.sd.gov/archives - which has a wide variety of documents to aid a
researcher. Convention sessions appealing to many interests were scheduled.
Among the many that got me perked up was one entitled German/Russian Garden by Daniel L. Flyger who
collects/makes available seeds that GR brought to America. Online Saving Heirloom Seeds pdf. and
seedsavers.org add details. Do family historians realize how many great plants their ancestors brought as
seeds?
Another session: Historic Newspapers Can Enrich Your Family Story by Allyn Brosz. Besides BMD notices,
other items can be found. Chronicling America Historic American Newspapers 1789-1963, The Library of
Congress, chroniclingamerica.loc.gov, has a collection of digitized newspapers. A U.S. Newspaper Directory,
1690-present, is also online.
For example, “The railroad bridge between Avon and Tyndall, close by Groshans was kerosened and
burned Wednesday night…….” Avon Clarion/The Citizen-Republican, March 23, 1916. Groshans refers
either to the school or a post office near where my Groshans gr-gr-grandparents farmed.
I learned more about DNA tests, after my 3rd cousin and I compared Ancestry DNA results. I am doing more
reading/research on DNA test results and limitations of tests.
Remember, as a Branch member, you have access to other researchers with wide-spread roots. Thanks to
our 40th Anniversary Committee members who are keeping our October 12-14 Conference in the
spotlight with posters, displays, ads, and online messages

GFR: “Germans from Russia” by Melvin Bender. I am available at the library the 2nd
Wednesday @ 1 PM to assist those who are interested in their GFR heritage…
MHDGS Computer: by Eileen Stahl “In July, I signed us up for one year of The
Genealogist.uk. This is a great site to search for your English ancestors. They have many parish registers,
the entire census, and other resources. It can only be accessed through the new Acer computer. There is
a sign in-out book over the computer desks, the user name and password are in the sign in-out
booklet.” Eileen Stahl (Committee Chair) is at the library the 3rd Wednesday @ 1:00 p.m.to assist those
needing help using the computer in the library………
Web Sites to Visit: by Clark Lang www.backupmytree.com, www.accessgenealogy.com (southern

USA States), www.passengerlists.de (Bremen Passenger Lists), www.canadianheadstones.com
(Canadian Headstones), www.archives.com/ca_genealogy (Canadian Genealogy),
A note of Warning: : Copies of old newspapers will have holes---- which occur
only on maiden and surnames, birth and death dates, burial locations or whatever
fact for which you may be searching. Maybe!!
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* The Road Ahead …..

Projects to come……. or on the go…….

40th Anniversary Conference: “Celebrating 40 Years of Genealogy Research”
October
12 -14, 2018-- * We will be calling for volunteers in September in many areas such as: Registration,
food, coffee and water services, 50/50 tickets, MHDGS library on Sunday,
SALT LAKE CITY ADVENTURE:
May 5 – 12, 2019
The Medicine Hat and District Genealogy Society will be hosting a tour to Salt lake City
departing from Medicine Hat by motorcoach with Carefree Express (1 day travel each way) to the five-

story Family History Library in Salt Lake City. Upon our arrival, we will have 6 full days to research millions
of free-to-access materials, and our accommodations will be right next door at the Salt Lake Plaza.
Cost is $900 per person (based on double occupancy) OR $1250 for single.
Price includes: motorcoach, hotel room & taxes, a seminar & library orientation. Meals are not included.
Non-researching spouses & partners welcome. Hope you will join us!
Registration is Limited, so reserve your place now with a $100 deposit made payable to Medicine Hat
& District Genealogical Society (due prior to February 28, 2019, but first come, first served).
For information, or to register, contact Deb Wickham: phone: (403)952-7843
email: dawickham55@gmail.com

In Salt Lake City, everyone is into researching their family tree. Even the big department stores sell genealogy
supplies. After her recent move to the city, Janice got a job as a customer service assistant at one of the big
department stores. She received her introduction to genealogy one day when customer from the Medicine
Hat genealogy Bus tour came into the store and asked,” Where do I find the family group sheets?”
“I’m sorry, but all we carry are the king, queen, double and twin size sheets.” Replied the clerk as she pointed
towards the bedding section of the store.
***********************************************************************************************

Stories On Stone in Hillside Cemetery by Lorine Marshall, historian
Sunday September 23, 2 pm Bring your lawn chair and learn about Adolph Dederer
and his family. They were early pioneers in this area who overcame many difficulties
along the way from Russia to western Canada to make Medicine Hat their home.
Free admission
Permission to print given by Lorine Marshall
************************************************************************************************

Doreen Schank, Faye Knoblick, Deb Wickham
selling Grey Cup tickets and taking registrations
for the 40th anniversary at the Farmers’ Market

Letter to Editor : I WONDER………In 1867, the Canada Year Book was called the Statistical Abstract
Record of Canada. I wonder where one might find a copy of that book?? I wonder what would be in the
1921 issue, or in the other years?? I wonder how it would help my research? I wonder ?? Where it is
available?
Answer to the above question: Eleanor McMurchy Lethbridge AGS Member replied:
In regards to this question in your Saamis Seeker for June 2018 Copies of the Canada Year Book can be
found at: http://online.canadiana.ca/search/?q0.0=Canada&q2.0=Book&q1.0=Year&collection=monog
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around our library

By Faye Knoblick

Articles of interest taken from the various newsletters/journals received at our library.
‘Cariboo Notes’ - Quesnel Branch BCGS - Spring 2018
Sweden to America – story of Anna Eriksdotter (1864-1924) and William Waynert (1864-1933),
Sweden to Wisconsin and then to Saskatchewan in 1903
Quesnel Area Land Records – family names, land locations and dates
‘Roots & Shoots’ - Camrose Branch AGS - August 2018
New Found Family: A DNA, Ancestry, Facebook Success Story – Matiisen family from Sweden
Are You A Family Historian Or A Name Collector? – explains the difference
‘Clandigger’ - Edmonton Branch AGS - June 2018
Writing My Family History by Les Campbell – valuable hints on how to get started
‘Yesterday’s Footprints’ - Lethbridge Branch AGS - May 2018
25 Essential Websites for Austro-Hungarian Genealogy – worth checking into
Top 10 Dutch Genealogy Websites – check out these websites
‘Families’ - Ontario Genealogical Society - May 2018
‘Will’ Essentials: What Happens To Your Tangible and Digital ‘Stuff’ When You Die?
The Pioneer MacLeods: The Story of Margaret MacLeod and Robert Belcher
‘Trails’ - Essex County OGS - Vol. 40 Issue 1 2018
The Story of Sylvester Miner and Felice Meloche
The Wonderful World of ‘WorldCat’ – world’s largest catalogue of library materials
‘Lambton Lifeline’ - Lambton County OGS - June 2018
My Uncle in the Civil War – story of the Merrick Brothers of Huron District, Canada West
‘The Quinte Searchlight’ - Quinte Branch OGS - June 2018
So You Think You Are Ready for A Tablet! – hints on buying/uses for a tablet
‘SCAN’ - Simcoe County OGS - May 2018
The Robertson Family of Innisfil – Matthew Robertson and Elizabeth Irving sailed from
Scotland in 1836, settling in Innisfil Township Ontario in 1850
‘The Living Connection’ - Genealogical Association of Nova Scotia - July 2018
Halifax Public Libraries Obituary Search Service – info on how to submit a request
for up to three obituaries Also, check out their Obits and Death Notices Database at:
https://novascotiaancestors.ca/areaDeaths.php
Recently donated to our Library:

two Area History and two Family History books,

In the Beginning – Portreeve’s (Saskatchewan) Pioneer Past (c. 2013)
- Port Reeve, 70 miles west of Swift Current SK, village was incorporated in 1913
- list of WWI and WWII names
- goal was to publish the history of the early days in the district
As the Years Go By, Three Hills (Alberta) Rural Community Group (c. 1970)
- covers Township 30 to 32 in Range 23 and Township 30 to 32 in Range 24 lies within the Municipal
District of Knee Hill, covers town of Three Hills and hamlets of Swalwell, Twining and Equity
- index of family names
Millius Family History (c. 1996) compiled by Joe and Geri Mastel and Richard and Debbie Mastel
Families Are Forever – The Descendants of Peter Seifert and Caroline Bischoff 1784 – 2002 (c. 2002)
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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Jakob Hoeppner: I Had No Idea Who He Was????

By Barbara Janecke

When I first joined the Medicine Hat Genealogical Society (about 1986) a member asked if I
was a descendant of the famous Jakob Hoeppner. I had no idea who he was, but that started my
investigation into his life and my Mennonite heritage. About that time, my Mother attended a Hoeppner
Family Reunion in Rosthern, Saskatchewan. She obtained 2 scrolls, each stretching at least 10 feet; one of
the descendants of Jakob Hoeppner and the other, his brother Peter. Of course, Mother's name is on it, so
yes, I am a descendant of Jakob Hoeppner, born in 1748 in West Prussia.
Russia wanted permanent settlers in the southern Russia, Ukraine, who could turn the vast grasslands
into agricultural pursuits. Potomkin was the viceroy of Russia's southern lands. Georg Trappe, a Russian
land agent, recommended the Mennonites to Potemkin.
The Mennonites in Danzig chose two delegates to meet with Potemkin. The Russian Government offered
generous promises, so on Nov.1, 1786, Jakob Hoeppner and Johann Bartsch left Danzig to examine the land.
They travelled by boat and sleigh, finally down the Dnieper River to Kherson where they chose a tract of
land near Berislav, east of the Dnieper near Kherson. In order to make negotiations, they travelled to
Krementschug to meet the Czarina Katherine the Great.
She invited them to join her procession, but they were anxious to go to St. Petersburg in order to prepare
and sign a written contract. It was a well thought out document including religious and educational rights,
freedom from military service, huge tracts of land for farming, livestock, fishing, woodlands and would be
tax free for 10 years. They could establish factories and commerce. The settlers would be granted
everything they needed for transportation, settlement and even protection from “injury, insult, harm and
theft.".
The return of the delegates to Danzig was met with enthusiasm and even more so when Trappe produced a
copy of the privileges granted by Potomkin of New Russia. The deputies were granted "Special Privileges
and Gratuities." These included two flour, mills, land, right to keep a store and bakery and the right to sell
products anywhere they wished and the right to brew beer and vinegar
The first group, consisting of 50 people, left Easter Sunday, March 22, 1788. Through many difficulties they
ended up at Khortitsa instead of Berislav. Many of the group were angry and accused Hoeppner and Bartsch
of misappropriating funds. They were fined and imprisoned a short time. Hoeppner’s belongings were
auctioned off. Some time later Peter the Great granted them amnesty.
On 1 October 1889 monuments, obelisks, were erected in Chortiza to honor Hoeppner and Bartsch. In
1973 the monuments along with the grave stone for Jakob Hoeppner
and his wife and their son, Jacob was
removed and relocated in the Steinback,
Manitoba Museum.
Jacob Hoeppner (1797-1883) ,the son of
delegate Jakob Hoeppner, was born and lived
on the Isle Chorizo, Russia (Ukraine ).He
married Anna Brandt in 1821. His grave stone
was also moved to the museum in Steinbeck.

There are many web sites which can be accessed by searching under "Deputy
Jacob Hoeppner".
Permission to publish granted by, Barbara Janecke.

Jacob Hoeppner & Anna Brandt
1797-1883
1804-1877

Moment of Truth for a Genealogist: Discovering you are your own cousin!
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SMALL TALK

by Madeline Fischer

It was almost the end of August. Questions tumbled around in my head
and terrified me. Then I thought of Grandpa. He was old, wise and always
had the answer for me. So I set out to find him.

He was sitting on the front step of the old house where he and grandma
had lived forever. Even my mom had lived there. He was staring out across
the yard. I walked over and settled myself on the step below him and looked up at the white-haired old
man. He smiled down at me. But then he returned to staring across the yard. He didn’t move. Just sat there.
“Whatcha doin’ grandpa?” I finally asked.
“Thinkin.” He replied.
“Oh.” I said and waited. He stared across the yard again. You know, like it was the most exciting thing one
could do. As far as I could see this was as much fun as watching grass grow. Maybe that was what he was
doing.
“Are you watching the grass grow, grandpa?” I asked.
“Nope.” Was the reply.
As I saw it, we were not getting very far. Grandpa didn’t seem to sense that I had a big problem on my
mind. Maybe the direct approach would liven things up a bit and we could get onto my problem. “Well,
what are you doing?” I turned my head so I could look right into his big gray eyes.
Grandpa looked down. A big smile spread across his face and he said, “Well, Cameron, my boy, I was just
thinking about my first day of school. You know it’s almost September and school is just around the corner
and you will soon be starting grade one.”
As if I could forget, even if I wanted to. Everyone in my whole family had been reminding me for the past
week.
“I know.” I glumly replied.
Next week I would be going down the street to that big new green building on the corner and I just knew it
would just gobble me up and that would be it. There were so many things I didn’t know about school that I
was really scared. Such things as: What if I get lost going to the bathroom? What if there’s no desk for me?
Will the teacher be nice or will the others like me? What if I get homework? What do you do at recess? Is it
okay to sneeze in school? and thousands of other things that could happen. But, mainly, will I be okay?
Then, I looked up at my grandpa and wondered about what he had just said. Did he say he remembered his
first day at school? That is what he said! I stared at him. Was it possible? All of a sudden the words just
tumbled out. “You went to school?” I exclaimed.
“Yup.” Was the reply.
I stared. My mouth fell open and I know my eyes bugged out. My grandpa had gone to school and survived.
WOW! I slammed my mouth shut and pulled in my eyes. “Where did you have to go?” I asked, trying to
keep my voice calm.
“At a little country school just west of here.” He replied. And I noticed that far away look in his eyes again. I
sat quietly waiting for him to tell me more about his first day and his school, but he didn’t. He just sat there
with that silly ‘way back when’ look on his face. Couldn’t he tell I was scared and really needed some help?
Couldn’t he just tell me about school instead of making me ask a bunch of questions?
I waited. Nothing. This was getting a bit annoying. When I was really fed up I stood up, turned around in
front of him, and put my hands on my hips.
“Well?” I said.
“Well what?” was the reply.
“What was it like?”
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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“What was what like?” Grandpa’s eyes turned and he looked right at me. “What are you talking about
child?”
Now that was a stupid question, I thought. What have we been talking about since I sat down here anyway?
Well, when you think about it there hasn’t exactly been too much conversation and what there has been
has been mostly from me. So, I carefully started to explain my problem.
“Grandpa, I really need to know what school is all about. Tell me what it was like in your little school.
Please.”
“Well, what do you want to know?”
I thought to myself, “Everything, everything, everything!” Hoping to ease into the ‘everythings’ I asked,
“One thing I want to know is how you went to school?”
“Come and sit here beside me.” Grandpa patted the place on the step where I had just been sitting so I sat
down again.
“How did you go to school, grandpa?” I slowly repeated my question.
Grandpa grinned at me and his eyes twinkled and he said, “I walked to school and it was uphill both ways.”
“Really?” I exclaimed and my mouth dropped open again. I looked down the street to that building where I
would be going. There was no way to walk uphill even one way.
“Yup” was the reply and grandpa stared off into space again as if he was trying to see his school.
I looked up at his gentle face and then I knew that if my grandpa could make it, even when he had to walk
uphill both ways, so could I.
I jumped to my feet, let out a big sigh of relief and gave him a big hug. “Thanks, Grandpa.” I called back as I
skipped down the street to the school to check it out. Yup, things would be okay. My grandpa had been to
school and he had walked uphill both ways! Yes sir, things would be OKAY!
(This story is a work of fiction based in the environment of the small country school in Alberta in which I was a student………
(Awarded first place in the 1999 Alberta Council of Aging magazine and a silver medal in the 1999 Alberta Senior Games Creative
Writing short fiction category.)
Madeline Fischer, author

A memory for the first week of school: When I was in high school it was the practice to sell our text books
back to the school at the end of the term. When I purchased my tenth grade history book it was already a very used
book but someone had failed to erase a message they'd scribbled on the inside front cover.
It advised: "In the event of a flash flood -- stand on this history book -- IT'S DRY!"
Editor’s note: For something exciting try a genealogy treasure hunt......... See below

A Giant Treasure Hunt By Eleanor Kreiser , AGS member in Oyen AB
Genealogy for me is a giant treasure hunt, offering constant, and (usually) delightful, surprises.
The mhdgs website offers many such surprises. Website: mhdgs.ca
Just now, when looking at parts of the website for this article, I took a random look at one of the
past Saamis Seekers, (November 2013 issue). In it, I noticed a profile written by a friend from
Medicine Hat, and I learned to my surprise that she has connections to longtime friends who live at
Veteran and Hemaruka, near my home here at Youngstown! As a result, I quickly emailed her my
‘news’, and sent her what information I have about her relatives in our area. I have some photos
to send her, too!
Although I just happened upon Faye’s profile in the issue I looked at, and hadn’t actually searched
for it, the Saamis Seekers being indexed is very valuable. One can quickly find where names and
events are mentioned.
Since I don’t live near Medicine Hat, and have not visited the mhdgs library (although I see it is full
of tantalizing materials), I find the ‘Links’, ‘Saamis Seeker’, and ‘Searches’ tabs on the website very
useful.
I do quite a few ‘lookups for people’, and have a file on my computer called ‘People I help”, so
digitized books and newsletters are invaluable to me.
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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History of the Royal Families of England by Lloyd Robinson
So do you think there may be some Royal blood coursing through those veins
of yours? Well, there could be!! The fact is, many thousands of modern day
families are unknowingly related to royalty. Not close mind you, but there
could be a trickle of Royal blood flowing in your veins, your family or someone
you know. You could be surprised, just like my 100 year old aunt Ruby was at
Elisabeth 1
Richard 111
discovering a bit of that royal blood trickling through her veins.
Let’s step back in time, and take a look at the “tribal paths” that led to Royalty. A thousand
to fifteen hundred years ago, there were many kings and queens with large families. They all had
descendants marching through time, from generation to generation to the present day. So let’s take a look
at some of the royal families that history has recorded.
The history of early Britain gives us our first glimpse of leadership and rule by Kings. When the Celtic and
Belgic tribesmen entered the Island of Britain in the 2nd century BC, they established a network of tribes,
where each tribe was ruled by a leader. From this early migration we can trace the beginnings of leaders of
families who ruled these tribes, and then designated who would succeed them as the new leader upon
their death. Usually their appointed leader would be a family member.
After the successful conquest of Britain in 52 AD by the Romans, these local tribes were allowed to continue
with their appointed leaders and their succession method. With the withdrawal of the Roman Army in the
5th century AD, these Celtic tribes were unable to defend themselves, and thus were soon overcome by
Anglos, Saxons and Jutes. This led to the establishments of Kingdoms and Kings.
History has recorded this period of time, of Kings and Queens developing a royal lineage with arranged
marriages to other royal families. These Royal families extended into other countries of Europe, such as
France, Spain, Germany, Russia and numerous other smaller kingdoms.
Looking back in time we can identify 11 royal family lines or Royal House’s. Starting with the Anglo-Saxons,
Danes, and Normans we can then include the Plantagenet’s, Tudors, Stuarts and up to our current Royal
House of the Windsor’s.
History remembers numerous Kings and Queens throughout this period of time. Social studies taught us
about Alfred the Great disguising himself and spying on his Danish enemy’s camp. Thus gaining
information that would enable Alfred to defeat the Danes in battle. Alfred was king from 871 to 899 AD.
The Anglo-Saxons and Danes ruled England from 871 to 1066. After his victory at the battle of Hasting,
William the Conqueror became King in 1066 ushering in the House of Norman’s family line. William was
responsible for the building of many Castles throughout England, which he used for defence purposes.
William was also responsible for the compiling and printing of the Domesday Book. This book records
names of all landlords and tenants in England in 1086. Williams’s wife, Queen Matilda was a descendant of
Alfred the Great, which gives us a record of ancestry throughout this time period.
King John, ruler from 1199 to 1216 was the son of Geoffrey Plantagenet and Empress Matilda. King John
was responsible for the signing of the Magna Carta in 1215. This charter not only set out the rights of the
Church, but also the rights of Barons and the common people.
The Plantagenet’s ruled England from 1154 to 1485. This period of rule is very well documented and
recorded of the kings and their families. Thousands of people today can trace their lineage, including our
family back to the Plantagenet’s Royal House.
The House of Tudor’s began at the defeat and death of King Richard lll, last of the Plantagenet’s, at the
battle of Bosworth. Because of the deception and desertion of Richard’s army generals at the battle, Henry
Tudor, was crowned the new King. Henry was not King Richard lll designated heir. King Richard lll had
named his nephew, John de la Pole, to replace him as King upon King Richards’s death. There is to this day a
Richard lll Society, that believes that King Richard’s descendants are the true Royalty of England.
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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King Henry Vlll is probably the most recognized and researched of the Tudor Royal House. There are many
stories about his six wives, some of whom met their death by an executioner’s axe. The Catholic Pope in
Rome would not grant King Henry a Divorce Decree to divorce a wife. Thus, King Henry would drum up
charges against his wife and then have her executed, just so he could remarry. Henry was desperate to
produce a male child, who would be his heir to the throne. Eventually King Henry broke with the Catholic
Church in Rome, introduced the Protestant Church of England, with the King as absolute head of the church.
Henry’s only son, Edward Vl, succeeded him as King, but died at the age of 15 in 1553. This left Henry’s
daughters to succeed him on the throne. Mary’s reign was a brief 5 years. Although her efforts were
genuine, Mary was unable to return the Church to Rome.
Queen Elizabeth l, daughter of King Henry and Anne Boleyn replaced her sister, Mary, and reigned England
from 1558 to 1603. Elizabeth was a believer of the Protestant reformation that was sweeping through
Europe, and thus consolidated the Church of England by replacing the rule of Catholic Popes from Rome
with the Protestant Anglian Church. Queen Elizabeth never married, and thus the State of Virginia was
named after her, because of her nickname “The virgin Queen of England”.
Sir Frances Drake, commander of the Royal Navy, defeated the Spanish Armada in 1588. This strengthened
Elizabeth’s position as a strong Monarch, not only in England but throughout Europe.
Queen Elizabeth praised and rewarded her ship captains for their valiant and historic battles against the
Spanish fleet. English Coats of Arms were their reward. These shields still hang on the sea wall at Plymouth,
England. One of these Shields belongs to my 10th great grandfather, John Vassall, who was Captain of one of
the ships that fought in the Armada.
Entering into the modern age of the Monarchy, the English Royalty came under the rule of the House of
Hanover, which was of German decent. From 1714 to 1830 the Royal House was led by successive King
Georges’ l through lV. King George ll was the last English King to lead his army in battle, when they
defeated the French army at the battle of Dettingen in 1743. George’s habit of turning his leg outward and
bowing with hat in hand upon meeting a young lady, was to become common amongst
the young Nobles of the time. This was done to show a strong calve muscle, which also
meant a certain degree of wealth, for in order to develop these strong muscles, you
must also own horses for riding.
Queen Alexandrina Victoria was named after her Russian godfather, Prince Alexander 1
Queen Victoria reigned from 1837 to 1901. Victoria married her 1st cousin Prince
Albert of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, which was to continue the influence of the German
house of Hanover. After Albert’s death at age 42, Queen Victoria remained in mourning
until her passing in 1901.
English Gentleman Shows Valentina Robinson his strong calve muscle .
The renaming of the English Royal House from Saxe-Coburg to the House of Windsor
came about in 1917. This was in response to Germany declaring war on England in 1914.
When King Edward Vlll abdicated the throne in favor of his younger brother, this led to our current Royal
family. King George Vl ruled from 1936 to 1952, and was succeeded by his daughter, our current Queen.
Queen Elizabeth ll holds the distinction of having the longest rule of any British Monarch. Her husband,
Prince Philip is a great-great Grandson of Queen Victoria. Queen Elizabeth is also a great- great
Granddaughter of Queen Victoria.
As you travel your “ancestral pathways” from generation to generation, may you find a gem or two, as we
did for my “100 yr. young Aunt Ruby!”
It was my honor to present some family history at Aunt Ruby’s 100th birthday party. According to our in
depth research, I mentioned that she was a 32nd cousin to Queen Elizabeth ll. She was most elated! When
Aunt Ruby’s daughter presented her with a congratulatory certificate from the Queen, with a cheeky grin
and a chuckle, aunt Ruby replied, “Well it’s about time my cousin Elizabeth sent me a birthday card!”
So Folks, “Happy trails to you…… and may you find a gem or two!”
Permission to print granted by: Lloyd Robinson, Past President MHDGS
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My Genealogical Journey:
A Legacy of Hope, Understanding and Tolerance
By:William Anhorn [wjanhorn@gmail.com]
Prior to the advent of the myriad of websites promoting the research one’s family
history and user friendly search engines which help identify your ancestors with relative ease, researching
your family tree or establishing your pedigree, was an arduous task. Finding what is described as “original
source material” meant scouring original church birth and marriage registers or examining census records
from various government agencies, often hidden away in a forgotten corner of the basement of a
government building. It often meant visiting foreign countries where distance and language barriers made
the task that much more difficult. For some, it was a lifetime work.
My own interest in genealogy was prompted by my Uncle William Paul Anhorn (“Uncle Bill”) and his
effort to document the Anhorn/Weiss family history in the early seventies. He spent countless hours
scanning these original documents and compiling this history by interviewing family members. This also
included a trip to the “motherland” and a visit to my grandfather’s birthplace in Bessarabia. He had the
foresight to interview my grandparents in the family home on Bridge Street in Medicine Hat in 1976 and
make a recording of the event. It was a home for which I was well familiar growing up. He ultimately wrote
and published his own book on the subject.
Looking back, having received a gratuitous copy of the book, this no doubt sparked my interest but it has
only since having retired that I have taken up the cause with earnest. I have now managed to trace the
Anhorn/Weiss family history in greater detail, picking up where Uncle Bill left off and have written my
own version of the family history and posted it on my own personal homepage for anyone to see. I have
given credit where credit is due my mentioning his effort on several occasions. More than simply tracing the
family members and their origins, I have endeavored to place the family history in some historical context.
I have done the same with my mother’s side of the family-McIver/McCann. More recently, I became
fascinated with my wife’s family history and my adopted surname “MEDLICOTT”, only to find a treasure
trove of information and history just waiting to be discovered. Again, I have written several articles in
relation to this side of the family history and have put hundreds of “leaves” on her own family tree, for
which someone hopefully, at some point in time, may find of interest.
What is frustrating about genealogy is that with every name there is a complex and intriguing historytrials and tribulations, successes and failures and many other interesting life events. The intersection of life
and documents is often however limited to just births, marriages and deaths with little detail in between.
Being mindful of this limitation hopefully will inspire some to fill in the gaps before this information as a
result of the passage of time will be lost forever. I encourage you to do so!
Finally, for those of us who were born in North America, we need to be reminded particularly in today’s
political climate that we are all descendants of immigrants, “immigrants” who today are often maligned. Our
descendants in very trying circumstances ventured thousands of miles to a far distant and foreign land to
seek better opportunities for themselves and their own families and in doing so left a legacy. Learning about
how they lived and what were the political and historical forces that prompted them to leave their homeland
gives us a greater understanding of who we are and should prompt us to consider what legacy we will leave
to our own future generations. I hope it will be a legacy of hope, understanding and tolerance of others,
much like what they experienced in their own life’s journey. (Permission to print given by author)

Hunting season is all year long in genealogy.
"SHHH! Be vewy, vewy quiet...I'm hunting forebears." Elmer Fudd
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Gleanings from Past Saamis Seeker Issues……..1982 - 83
Quiz: 1.Who was the founder of the Alberta Genealogy Society?
2. Where did the MHDGS meet in the Fall of 1982?
3. What was important about Medicine Hat in 1983?

(Answers at bottom of the page… don’t peak)

Did you know? *That in Dec 1982 the MHDGS elections were postponed because of a lack of members
attending the annual meeting. The current Executive carried on through 1983.
*That our library was carried to and from the meeting center by Rebecca Weiss in a big box.
* That these early 1980’s newsletters have a lot of information about Carlstadt, marriages, births, baptisms
and deaths of the time.
* If anyone is searching for information on the SCHOENMAKER (SCHUMACKER) Lineage there is an
excellent article in the Winter 1982-83 newsletter. Judy Wasylenko researched and outline the family from
about 1677 to the 1980+
* That the Fall edition of Saamis Seeker has a good reference to the land locations for cemeteries in the
County of Forty Mile..
“The success of our society depends not only on your executive but it also depends on the interest of the
general membership” Grace Roth, Pres. MHDGS, 1982. 83

Odds and Ends……..

June 8: Mel Bender awarded
Membership Certificates to :
Betty Padfield: 25 yrs
Teresa Parasynchuck 20yrs
Madeline Fischer: 10yrs

Canadian Great War Project Have you checked out this site?
If not maybe check out this site suggest by Barbara Janecke.
www.canadiangreatwarproject.com and find a person you
need to know more about or someone you would like to
share In our Remembrance Issue????
THEN……… Send your discovery in Saamis Seeker before the November
deadline : October 24 at the latest???????

“I Think there is a world market for maybe five computers.”
said Thomas Watson IBM chairman in 1943. I think he was
somewhat mistaken…….. or maybe it was just wishful thinking of a very busy man who didn’t
want any more stress in his life?? (A thought by our editor)
The Kilt Pin: Before the reign of Queen Victoria, the Scottish kilt was worn without the
kilt pin, now used to secure the fold-over on the right hand side. As a result, there were
many embarrassing moments, especially if your wore the kilt in high wind. The truth was
that nothing in the nature of undergarments was worn with the kilt. One day Queen
Victoria arrived for a visit to Balmoral Castle, and reviewed the Gordon highlanders. A
stiff wind was blowing and one young soldier \, at rigid attention, was unable to control the flapping of
his kilt, and to avoid exposure on this important occasion. The Queen noticed his embarrassment and
walked over to him. She removed a pin from her own dress, and leaned over and pinned the over-flap
of his kilt. And that, believe it or not is the origin of the kilt pin, without which no kilted Scot would
be properly dresses today. (The Echo Great Lakes Clan Campbell Society.. The Highlander vol.29 350)
Centennial year

Answers quiz: 1.Charles Denny, 2.Basement of Westminster Church, 3.
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The Final Word: The Editor’s ‘wise’ words………??
(0r Closing Notes and thoughts)
.

“Laughter is the shortest distance between generations “

I read an article on “How to stay young” a few months ago……. Since then I have had a birthday which of
course aged me another year, and added a few more aches/ pains and memories so I wondered what
would happen if I took the points suggested and applied them to my genealogy projects so ………….
How to stay young (or age gracefully while doing family research by Madeline Fischer
(Walsh/Cameron/Fischer/ Huether/ and subsequent descendants and ancestors)
1. Keep learning: Don’t give up on finding that needed data……imagine a whole line of family landing in
your lap…researched carefully by someone in Australia and confirmed by further research and verification
by his son in England……… (A story in its self) I now have the family history of the ‘CHELLEW line’ of my
mother’s Cameron genealogy.
2. Keep Loving: Appreciate the help of others and helping others: Who do you know or how do find
someone that might know what you need? Ask other members/ relatives/ queries/ websites --- I have used
all these and had success.. How might I help others? The MHDGS has many opportunities for you …. Check
them out. What experiences / skills can you share with them? { Library helper (i.e. Filing books etc. see
Faye ……..) Explore and record data wherever needed- cemetery, public library, etc… see Teresa or contact
any of the executive to point your skills to the best experience.}
3. Keep Laughing: Enjoy what you find…. Laugh (or cry) as you learn the past and record the present. Even
if today’s society might not consider what you found appropriate behavior or actions, share them. Your job
is to record what has happened to whom… Not judge that event…… after all, we weren’t there at the time
to experience all the views of that situation……. We cannot change the past. It is what it is. . The same
applies to that of the descendants with the caution to not cause them harm or intrude on their privacy…..
as they still have their future……… (Talk to them before you share)
4. Keep Dreaming: Searching for genealogy answers you never expected to find…. Hang in there. You are
still useful at any age if your still looking for what comes next ……… remember you are someone’s
descendant and will be or maybe are someone’s ancestor..
There are more points in the article, which I may present my genealogist views to you. Stay tuned if your
interested or skip over it with a laugh and get on with an item for Saamis Seeker. Madeline
Saamis Seeker: The next issue of Saamis Seeker will be emailed between November 1- 5 2018
Theme: Remembering: Veterans/Family/ a memory of WW1/ WW2/ Korean War / other
conflicts, medals, awards, battles/ a hero to you etc.
* Items for the newsletter are due NOW or ASAP…. No later than Oct 24 please. Email to
genfisch@telus.net Please put Saamis Seeker on the subject line. Please state: “permission to print
by…” in your item. Thanks. (Please note: stories of all types, articles of interest, pictures, jokes, saying etc.
can be sent any time Editor, Madeline) genfisch@telus.net
A college class was assigned to write a short story in as few words as possible. The story was to contain these three
things: 1. Religion 2. Sexuality 3. Mystery
The following “Story” received the only A+ in the class “Good God, I’m pregnant. I wonder who did it?”
All rights reserved: The articles, stories and any other information in SAAMIS SEEKER is the property of the Medicine Hat and
District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society and the authors of such materials. No reproduction of any kind or part of
SAAMIS SEEKER without the permission of the MHDGS Editor of Saamis Seeker is permitted.
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